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THE INTERCOURSE
BETWEEN
THE SOUL AND THE BODY
I. IN regard to the intercourse between the soul and
the body, or the operation of one upon the other, and of
one with the other, there are three opinions and
traditions, which are hypotheses. The first is called
Physical Influx, the second Spiritual Influx, and the third
Pre-established Harmony. The first. ealled Physical
Influx, is from the appearances of the senses and their
fallacies, since the appearance is that the objects of sight,
which affect the eyes, flow into thought and produce it;
in like manner that speech, which moves the ears, flows
into the mind and produces ideas there; and similarly
with the senses of smell. taste, and touch. Since the
organs of these senses first receive the impressions from
contact with the world, and according as they are affected
the mind appears to think and also to will, the old
philosophers and schoolmen believed an influx to be
derived from these organs into the soul, and thus set up
the hypothesis of physical or natural influx. The seeond
hypothesis, that of Spiritual Influx, by some called
occasional influx, is according to order and its laws; since
the soul is spiritual substanee, and therefore purer, prior,
and interior, while the body is material, and there-
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fore grosser, posterior, and exterior; and it is according to
order that purer should flow into grosser, prior into posterior, and interior into exterior, thus spiritual into
material, and not the reverse. Consequently it is of order
that the thinking mind should flow into the sight
according to the state induced on the eyes from the
objects of vision, whieh state the mind also disposes at
pleasure; and likewise the perceptive mind into the
hearing aceording to the state induced on the ears from
speeeh. The third hypothesis, that of Prelestablished
Harmony, is from the appearances and fallacies of
reason, since the mind in its operation acts together and
at the same time with the body. And yet all operation is
first sueeessive and afterward simultaneous. Suecessive
operation is influx, and simultaneous opePation is
harmony — as when the mind thinks and afterward
speaks. or when it wills and afterward acts. It is therefore
a fallacy of reason to establish simultaneousness and to
exclude successiveness. Besides these three opinions on
the intercourse of the soul and the body. no fourth is
possible. for either the soul must operate on the body, or
the body on the soul, or both at once together.
2. Since spiritual influx is from order and its laws, as
already said, therefore this influx has been acknowledged
and received by the wise in the learned world in
preference to the other two hypotheses. All that which is
from order is truth. and truth manifests itself by the light
implanted in it. even in the shade of reason, in which
hypotheses dwell. But there are three things that
envelope this hypothesis in obscurity — ignorance of
what the soul is, ignorance of what the spiritual is, and
ignorance of what influx is; and therefore these three
must first be unfolded before reason sees the very truth.
For hypothetieal truth is not real truth, but only a
conjecture of truth. It is as a picture on the wall seen at
night by the light of the stars, on which the mind bestows
various forms according to its fantasy. It is a different
thing when the light of the sun after day-
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break shines upon it and disposes and brings to view not
only its generals, but also its particulars. So out of the
shade of truth in which this hypothesis is, truth becomes
plain when it is known what the spiritual is and what is its
nature in comparison with the natural, also what the soul
is and its nature, as well as the nature of the influx that
flows into the soul and through it into the perceptive and
thinking mind, and from this into the body. But these
things can not be explained except by one who has been
permitted by the Lord to associate with angels in the
spiritual world and at the same time with men in the
natural world. And because this has been permitted to
me, I have been able to describe both the spiritual and
the natural, and their nature; which has been done in the
work on Marriage Love — the Spiritual is described in
the memorable relation n. 326 to 329; the Human Soul in
n. 315; Influx, in n. 38o; and more fully in n. 415 to 422.
Who does not know, or may not know, that the good of
l0ve and the truth of faith flow from God into man, and
that they flow into his soul, and are felt in his mind. and
flow out from his thought into his speech, and from his
will into his actions? That spiritual influx, and its origin
and derivation, are from this, will be shown in the
following order:
I. There are two worlds — the spiritual world, where
spirits and angels are. and the natural world, where men
are.
II. The spiritual world existed and subsists from its
own sun, and the natural world from its sun.
III. The sun of the spiritual world is pure love from
Jehovah God, Who is in the midst of it.
IV. From that sun proceeds heat and light, and the
heat proceeding from it is in its essence love, and the

light from it is in its essence wisdom.
V. Both the heat and the light flow into man, the heat
into his will, where it produees the g0od of love, and the
light into his understanding, where it produces the truth
of wisdom.
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VI. Those two, heat and light, or love and wisdom,
flow conjointly from God into the soul of man, and
through this into his mind, its affections and thoughts,
and from these into the senses, speech, and actions of the
body.
VII. The sun of the natural world is pure fire, and by
means of this sun the world of nature existed and
subsists.
VIII. Therefore everything which proceeds from this
sun, regarded in itself, is dead.
IX. The spiritual elothes itself with the natural, as a
man clothes himself with a garment.
X. Spiritual things thus clothed in a man enable him
to live a rational and moral man, thus a spiritually natural
man.
XI. The reception of that influx is according to the
state of love and wisdom in a man.
XII. The understanding in a man can be elevated into
the light, that is, into the wisdom, in which the angels of
heaven are, according to the improvement of his reason,
and his will can be elevated in like manner into heat, that
is, into l0ve, according to the deeds of his life; but the
l0ve of the will is not elevated, except so far as the man
wills and does those things which the wisdom of the
understanding teaches.
XIII. It is altogether otherwise with beasts.
XIV. There are three degrees in the spiritual world,
and three degrees in the natural world, according to
which all influx takes place.
XV. Ends are in the first degree, causes in the second,
and effeets in the third.
XVI. From these things it is plain what is the quality of
spiritual influx from its origin to its effects.
Each of these propositions shall now be briefly illustrated.
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I. - THERE ARE TWO WORLDS - THE SP1RITUAL
WORLD, WHERE SPIRITS AND ANGELS ARE,
AND THE NATURAL WORLD, WHERE MEN
ARE.
3. THAT there is a spiritual world, in which spirits and
angels are. distinct from the natural world in which men
are, has hitherto been deeply hidden even in the
Christian world. The reason is, because no angel has
descended and taught it by word of mouth, and no man
has ascended and seen it. Lest therefore from ignorance
of that world, and the uncertain faith coneerning heaven
and hell resulting from it, man should be infatuated to
such a degree as to become an atheistic naturaist, it has
pleased the Lord to 0pen the sight of my spirit, and to
elevate it into heaven, and also to let it d0wn into hell.
and to present to view the quality of both. It has thus
been made plain to me that there are two worlds, which
are distinct from each other; one in which all things are
spiritual. which i therefore called the spiritual world, and
another in which all things are natural, and is therefore
called the natural world; and that spirits and angels live
in their own world, and men in theirs; and also that
every man passes by death from his own world into the
other, and lives in it tb eternity. A knowledge of both of
these woPlds must be given first, in order that influx,
which is here treated of, may be unfolded from its

beginning; for the spiritual world flows into the natural
world, and actuates it in all its parts, both with men and
with beasts, and also constitutes the quickening principle
in trees and herbs-
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1I. - THE SP1RITUAL WORLD EXISTED AND
SUBSISTS FROM 1TS
OWN SUN, AND THE NATURAL WORLD FROM ITS
OWN SUN.
4. THAT there is one sun of the spiritual world and
another of the natural world. is beeause those worlds are
totally distinct; and a world derives its origin from its sun;
for a world in whieh all things are spiritual cannot arise
from a sun all things from which are natural, for thus
there would be physical influx, which however is
contPary to order. That the world existed from the sun,
and not the reverse, is manifest from the effeet of the
eause, namely, that the world as a whole and in every part
subsists by means of the sun; and subsistence
demonstrates existence, wherefore it is said that
subsistence is perpetual existence; from which it is plain,
that if the sun were removed, its world would fall into
chaos, and this ehaos into nothing. That in the spiritual
world there is a sun other than that in the natural world, I
can testify, for I have seen it. It appears fiery like our sun,
of a nearly similar magnitude. and is at a distance from
the angels as our sun is from men; but it does not rise
nor set, but stands immovable at a middle altitude
between the zenith and the horizon — whence the angels
have perpetual light and perpetual spring. The man of
reason, who knows nothing about the sun of the spiritual
world. easily goes astray in his idea of the creation of the
universe, whieh, when he deeply considers it, he
perceives no otherwise than as being from nature; and as
the origin of nature is the sun, no otherwise than as being
from its sun as a creator. Moreover no one ean
apprehend spiritual influx, unless he also knows its origin;
for all influx is from a sun. spiritual influx from its sun,
and natural influx from its sun. The internal sight of man,
which is that of his mind, receives influx from the

spiritual sun, but his external sight, which is that of his
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body, receives influx from the natural sun; and both are
conjoined in operation, in like manner as the soul is conjoined with the body. From these things it is plain into
what blindness, darkness, and foolishness they may fall
who know nothing about the spiritual world and its sun:
into blindness, because the mind that depends on the
sight of the eye alone becomes in its reasonings like a bat.
which flies by night here and there, and sometimes
towards eloths tbat hang in its way; into darkness,
because the sight of the mind, when the sight of the eye
flows into it from within, is deprived of all spiritual light,
and becomes ike an owl; into foolishness, because the
man still thinks, but from natural things coneerning
spiritual things, and not the reverse; thus senselessly,
stupidly, and foolishly.
1H. - THE SUN OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD 1S
PURE LOVE, FROM JEHOVAH GOD, WHO IS
IN THE MIDST OF 1T.
5. SPiRITUAL things cannot proceed from any other
source than from love, and love cannot proceed from any
other source than from Jehovah God, Who is love itself.
Wherefore the sun of the spiritual world, from which all
spiritual things flow forth as from their fountain, is pure
love from Jehovah God. Who is in the midst of it. That
sun itself is not God, but is from God, and is the nearest
sphere around Him from Him. By means of this sun the
universe was created by Jehovah God; by which universe
are meant all worlds in general, which are as many as the
stars in the expanse of our heaven. That creation was
effected by means of that sun, which is pure love, thus by

Jehovah God, is because love is the very esse of life, and
wisdom is the existere of life therefrom, and all things
were created from love by wisdom. This is meant by
these words in John: The Word was with God, and God was
the Word . . . all things were made by Him. and without Him
nothing was made which was made . . . and the world was
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made by him (i. I, 3, 1o). The Word there is the Divine
truth, thus also the Divine wisdom; wherefore also the
Word is there called the ight which enlightens every man
(ver. 9), in like manner as does the Divine wisdom by
Divine truth. Those who derive the origin of worlds from
any other source than from the Divine love through the
Divine wisdom, delude themselves, like persons of
disordered brain, who see spectres as men, phantoms as
lights, and imaginary beings as real figures. For the
created universe is a connected work, from love by
wisdom. You will see this if you are able to observe the
conneetions of things in their order from firsts to lasts.
As God is one, so also the spiritual sun is one; for the
extension of space cannot be predicated of spiritual
things. which are the derivations of that sun; and essenee
and existenee without space is everywhere in space
without space; thus the Divine love is from the beginning
of the universe to all its boundaries. That the Divine fills
all things. and by filling preserves all things in the state in
which they were created, reason sees remotely, and
closely so far as it is acquainted with love as it is in itself,
with its conjunction with wisdom for the perception of
ends, its influx into wisdbm for the exhibition of causes,
and its operation by wisdom for the production of
effects.
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1V. - FROM THAT SUN PROCEEDS HEAT AND
LIGHT, AND THE HEAT PROCEEDiNG FROM
IT IS IN 1TS ESSENCE LOVE, AND THE LIGHT
FROM IT IS IN ITS ESsENCE WIsDOM.
6. IT is known that in the Word, and thence in the
cornmon language of preachers, Divine love is
represented by fire, as that heavenly fire fills the heart
and kindles holy desires to worship God. The reason is
because fire correlsponds to love, and therefore signifies
it. From this it is that Jehovah God was seen as fire in the
bush before Moses, and in like manner on mount Sinai
before the sons of Israel; and that it was commanded that
fire should be perpetually kept upon the altar, and that
the lights of the candle-stick in the tabernacle should be
lighted every evening. This was because fire signified
love. That there is heat from that fire is clearly evident
from the effeets of love; foP a man is kindled, grows
warm, and is inflamed, as his love is exalted into zeal, or
into the heat of anger. The heat of the blood, or tbe vital
heat of men, and of animals in general, is from no other
source than from love, which constitutes their ife. Nor is
infePnal fire any thing else than love opposed to heavenly
love. This then is the reason that the Divine love appears
to the angels as the sun in their world, that is, fiery ike
bur sun, as was said above, and that the angels are in heat
aeeording to their reception of love from Jehovah God
through that sun. It follows from this that the light there
is in its essence wisdom; for l0ve and wisdom are
indivisible, like esse and existere, for love exists by wisdom and aecording to it. This is very much as it is in our
world, in that, in the time of spring, heat unites itself with
light, and produces germination. and at length fructification. Furthermore. every one knows that spiritual heat is
love, and spiritual ight is wisdom; for a man grows warm
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aceording as he loves, and his understanding is in ight according as he is wise. I have often seen that spiritual light.
It immensely exceeds natural light in whiteness and also
in splendor, for it is as whiteness and splendor
themselves, and appears like bright and dazzling snow, as
the garments of the Lord appeared when He was
transfigured (Mark ix. 3: Luke ix. 29). Since ight is
wisdom, therefore the Lord calls Himself the ight which
enlightens every man (John i. 9), and says in 0ther places
that He is The Light itself (John iii. 19; viii. 12; xii. 35, 36,
46); that is, that He is the Divine Truth itself, which is the
Word, thus wisdom itself. It is believed that natural light
whieh is also rational ight, is from the light of our world;
but it is from the light of the spiritual world; foP the sight
of the mind flows into the sight of the eye, thus also the
light of the spiritual world flows into the ight of the
natural world, and not the reverse. If the 1everse took
place, there would be physical and not spiritual influx.
V. - BOTH THE HEAT AND THE L1GHT FLOW
INTO MAN, THE HEAT 1NTO HIS WILL,
WHERE IT PRODUCES THE GOOD OF LOvE,
AND THE L1GHT INTO HIS
UNDERSTANDING, WHERE 1T PRODUCES
THE TRUTH OF WIsDOM.
7. IT is known that all things universally have relation
to go0d and truth, and that there is not a single thing in
which there is not what has relation to those two. From
this it is that in man there are two receptacles of life, one
which is the receptacle of good, called the will, and
another which is the receptaele of truth, called the

understanding; and as go0d is of love, and truth is of
wisdom, the will is the reeeptacle of love. and the
understanding is the receptaele of wisd0m. That good is
of love. is because what a man loves. this he wills, and
when he does it he ealls it good; and that truth is of
wisdom. is because all wisdom is from truths; indeed, the
good which a wise man thinks,
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is truth, and this becomes good when he wills it and does
it. He who does not rightly distinguish between these two
receptaeles of life, which are the will and the
understanding, and d0es not form a clear notion
coneerning them vainly endeavors to understand spiritual
influx; for there is influx into the will, and there is influx
into the understanding; there is an influx of the good of
love into man's will. and there is an influx of the truth of
wisdom into his understanding, both of them from
Jehovah God immediately through the sun in the midst
of whieh He is. and mediately through the angelic
heaven. These two receptaeles. the will and the
understanding, are as distinct as heat and light; for the
will receives the heat of heaven, whieh in its essenee is
love, and the understanding receives the light of heaven,
whieh in its essence is wisdom, as was said above. There
is an influx from the human mind into the speech, and
there is an influx into the actions; the influx into the
speech is from the will through the understanding, but
the influx into the actions is from the understanding
through the will. They who are acquainted only with the
influx into the understanding, and not at the same time
with that into the will, and who reason and conelude
from this. are like one-eyed persons, who only see the
objects on one side and not those on the other; and like
maimed persons, who do their work awkwardly with one
hand only; and like lame persons. who hobble 0n one

foot with a cruteh. From these few things it is plain, that
spiritual heat flows into man's will, and produees the
good of love, and that spiritual light flows into his
understanding, and produces the truth of wisdom.
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VI. - THOSE TWO, NAMELY, HEAT AND L1GHT,
OR LOVE AND W1SDOM, FLOW CONJOINTLY
FROM GOD INTO THE SOUL OF MAN, AND
THROUGH THIS 1NTO HIS M1ND, ITS
AFFECTIONS AND THOUGHTS, AND FROM
THESE 1NTO THE SENSES, SPEECH, AND
ACT1ONS OF THE BODY.
8. THE spiritual influx hitherto treated of by men of
scholarly abilities, is the influx from the soul into the
body, and not any influx into the soul, and through that
into the body; although it is known that all the good of
love, and all the truth of faith. flow from God into man,
and that nothing of them is from man; and those things
which flow from God, flow directly into his soul, and
through the soul into the rational mind, and through this
into those things which constitute the body. If any
person investigate spiritual influx in any other manneP.
he is like one who stops up the source of a fountain and
still looks there for unfailing waters; or like one who
deduces the origin of a tree from the root and not from
the seed; or like one who examines derivatives without an
origin. For the soul is not life in itself, but is a reeipient of
life from God, Who is life in itself; and all influx is of ife,
thus from God. This is meant by this passage: Jehovah God
breathed into the nostrils of the man the breath of lives, and the
man became a living soul (Gen. ii. 7). To breathe into the
nostrils the breath of lives, signifies to implant the
perception of good and truth. And the Lord also says of

Himself, As the Father bath life in Himself, so hath He given
also to the Son to have life in Himself (John v. 26). To have ife
in Himself is to be God; and the life of the soul is life
that flows in from God. Now because all influx is of life,
and life operates by its receptacles, and the inmost or first
of the reeeptaeles in man is his soul, therefore, that influx
may be rightly apprehended, it is
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necessary to begin from God. and not from an
intermediate point. If the beginning were from an
intermediate point, the doctrine of influx would be like a
chariot without wheels, or like a ship without sails. Since
it is so, therefore in the preceding articles the sun of the
spiritual world has been treated of, in the midst of which
is Jehovah God (n. 5); and the influx thence of love and
wisdom, thus bf ife (n. 6, 7). The reason that life from
God flows into man through the soul, and through this
into his mind. that is, into its affections and thoughts,
and from these into the senses, speech, and actions of the
body, is because these are of life in successive order; for
the mind is subordinate to the soul, and the body is
subordinate to the mind. And the mind has two lives, one
of the will and another of the understanding. The ife of
the will is the good of love, the derivations of which are
called affections, and the life of the understanding is the
truth of wisd0m. the derivations of whieh are called
thoughts. By these together the mind lives. But the
senses, speech, and actions are the life of the body; that
these are from the soul through the mind, follows from
the order in which they are; and from this they manifest
themselves to a wise man without investigation. The
human soul, because it is a superior spiritual substance,
receives influx immediately from God; but the human
mind, because it is an inferior spiritual substance, receives
influx from God mediately through the spiritual world;
and the body, because it is from the substanees of nature,
whieh are called material, receives influx from God
mediately through the natural world. That the good of
love and the truth of wisdom flow from God into the

soul of man conjointly, that is. united into one. but that
they are divided by man in their progress, and are
conjoined only with those who suffer themselves to be
led by God, will be seen in the following articles.

IS
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V1I. - THE SUN OF THE NATURAL WORLD IS
PURE F1RE, AND BY MEANS OF TH1S SUN
THE WORLD OF NATURE EXISTED AND
SUBS1STS.
9. THAT nature and its world, by whieh are meant the
atmospheres, and the earths which are called planets,
among which is the terraqueous globe on which we
dwell, and also each and all of the things which yearly
adorn its surfaee, subsist solely from the sun, which
constitutes their centre, and which by the rays of its ight
and the temperings of its heat is everywhere present.
every one knows surely from experience, from the
testimony of the senses, and from the writings which
treat of the way in whieh the world has become
inhabited. And as the perpetual subsistence of these
things is from the sun, reason may with certainty
conclude that their existenee also is thence; for
perpetually to subsist is perpetually to exist as they first
existed. From this it follows that the natural world was
created by Jehovah God secondarily through this sun.
That there are spiritual things and that there are natural
things, which are entirely distinct from each 0ther, and
that the origin and maintenance of spiritual things is from
a sun whieh is pure l0ve. in the midst of whieh is the
Creator and Founder of the universe, Jehovah God, has
been thus far shown; but that the origin and maintenance
of natural things is from a sun which is pure fire, and that
the latter is from the former, and both from God, follows
of itself, as the posterior follows from the pPior, and the
prior from the first. That the sun of nature and its worlds

is pure fire. all its effeets clearly show; as the
eoncentration of its rays into a focus by optical
instruments. from which proceeds fire burning with
vehemence, and also flame; the nature of its heat, which
is similar to heat from elementary fire; the graduation of
that heat according to its angle of incidence, whence
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are the varieties of climate, and also the four seasons of
the year; besides many things, from which reason, by the
senses of its body, may confirm the truth that the sun of
the natural world is wholly fire, and also that it is fire in
its purity itself. Those who know nothing concerning the
origin of spiritual things from their sun, but only
coneerning the origin of natural things from theirs, can
scarcely avoid confounding spiPitual things and natural
things, and concluding, through the fallacies of the senses
and thence of the reason, that spiritual things are nothing
but pure natural things, and that from the activity of the
latter, excited by heat and light, arises wisdom and love.
These pePsons, because they see nothing else with their
eyes, and smell nothing else with their nostrils, and
breathe nothing else with their breast than nature,
therefore ascribe all rational things to it also, and thus
absorb naturalism, as a sponge does water. But these
persons may be compared to eharioteers who yoke the
horse behind the chariot and not before it. It is otherwise
with those who distinguish between spiritual things and
natural things, and deduce the latter from the former;
these also perceive that the influx of the soul into the
body is spiritual, and that natural things, which are of the
body, serve the soul for vehieles and means, that it may
produce its effects in the natural world. If you conclude
otherwise, you may be ikened to a crab, which in walking
assists its progress with its tail, and draws its eyes
baekwards at every step; and your rational sight may be
compared to the sight of the eyes of Argus in the back of
his head, when those in his forehead were asleep. These
persons also believe themselves to be Arguses when they

reason; for they say, Who does not see that the origin of
the universe is from nature? and what then is God but
the inmost extension of nature? and the like irrational
things; of which they boast more than wise men do of
rational things.
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VHI. - THEREFORE EVERY THiNG WHICH
PROCEEDS FROM THIS SUN, REGARDED IN
ITSELF, Is DEAD.
1o. WHO does not see from the reason of his
understanding, if this is a little elevated above the sensual
things of the body, that love regarded in itself is alive, and
that the appearance of its fiPe is life, and. on the
contrary, that elementary flre regarded in itself is
respectively dead; consequently, that the sun of the
spiritual world, because it is pure love, is alive, and that
the sun of the natural world, because it is pure fire, is
dead; and similaPly all things which proeeed and exist
from them? There are two things which produce all the
effects in the universe, Life and Nature, and they produce
them according to order when life from within actuates
nature. It is otherwise when nature from within brings
life to act, which takes place with those who place nature,
which in itself is dead. above and within life, and devote
themselves wholly tb the pleasures of the senses and the
lusts of the flesh. and care nothing for the spiritual things
of the soul and the truly rational things of the mind. Sueh
persons. on account of that inversion, are they who are
called the dead; such are all atheistic naturalists in the
world, and all Satans in hell. They are also called the dead
in the Word. as in David: They
joined themselves to Bael-peor, and ate the sacrifices of the dead (Ps.
evi. 28). The enemy persecutes my soul, he makes me to sit in
darkness as those that are for ever dead (Ps. cxliii. 3). To hear the
groaning of the prisoner, and to loose the sons of death (Ps. cii.
20). And in the Revelation: I know thy works, that thou hast a
name that thou livest, but thou art dead: be watchful and strengthen
the things which remain that are ready
to die (iii. I, 2). They are called the dead. because spiritual
death is damnation, and damnation is the l0t of those
who believe that ife is from nature, and thus that the light
of nature
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is the light of life, and thereby hide, suffocate, and
extinguish every idea of God, of heaven, and of eternal
life. Such persons are like owls, which see light in
darkness and darkness in ight, that is. falses as truths and
evils as goods; and because the enjoyments of evil are the
enjoyments of their hearts, they are not unlike those birds
and beasts which devour the bodies of the dead as
dainties, and perceive the fetid odors from sepulchres as
balsams. Such persons do not see any other than physical
or natural influx; if notwithstanding they affirm influx to
be spiritual. this is not done from any idea of it, but from
the mouth of a teacher.
1X. - THE SPIRITUAL CLOTHES ITSELF WITH
THE NATURAL, AS A MAN CLOTHES HIMSELF
WITH A GARMENT.
II. IT is known that in every operation there is an
active and a passive; and that from the aetive alone
nothing exists, and nothing from the passive alone. It is
the same with the spiritual and the natural; the spiritual,
because it is a iving force, being active, and the natural,
because it is a dead force, being passive. Hence it follows
that whatever has existed in this solar world from the
beginning, and afterwards exists every moment, is fPom
the spiritual through the natuPal. and this not only in the
subjects of the animal kingdom, but also in the subjects of
the vegetable kingdom. Another similar thing is also
known, namely, that in every thing which is effected there
is a prineipal and an instrumental, and that these two,
when any thing is done, appear as one, though they are
distinctly two; wherefore this also is one of the laws of
wisdom, that the principal cause and the instrumental
cause make together one eause; so also do the spiritual
and the natural. That these two in produeing effects
appear as one. is because the spiritual is within the natural
as the fibre is within the musele, and as the blood is
within the arteries; or as the thought is within the speech,
and the affection in the tones of the
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voice; and it makes itself felt by means of the natural.
From these things, but still as if through a lattice. it is
evident that the spiritual clothes itself with the natural, as
a man clothes himself with a garment. The organic body
with which the soul elothes itself is here likened to a
garment, beeause it clothes the soul, and the soul also
puts off the body, and casts it away as exuviae when by
death it emigrates from the natural world into its own
spiritual world. For the body grows old like a garment;
but not the soul, beeause this is a spiritual substance,
which has nothing in eommon with the changes of
nature, which proceed from their beginnings to their
ends, and are periodically terminated. They who do not
eonsider the body as the vesture or covering of the soul,
and as being in itself dead, and only adapted to receive
the living forces flowing in through the soul from God,
cannot help concluding, from fallacies, that the soul ives
by itself. and the body by itself, and that there is a
prelestablished harmony between the lives of the two; or
even that the life of the soul flows into the life of the
body, or the life of the body into the life of the soul, and
thus they conceive influx as either spiritual or natural;
when yet it is a truth which is proved by every thing that
is created, that what is posterior does not act from itself,
but from what is prior, from which it proceeded; thus
that neither does this act from itself, but from something
still prior; and thus that nothing aets except from a First
which acts from itself, thus from God. Besides, there is
only one life, and this is not capable of being created. but
is eminently capable of flowing into forms organically
adapted to its Peception. Sueh forms are each and all of
the things in the created universe. It is believed by many

that the soul is life, and thus, that a man. beeause he lives
from the soul, lives from his own life, thus from himself,
and therefore not by an influx of life from God; but
these cannot help tying a sort of Gordian knot of
fallacies. and entangling in it all the judgments of their
mind, whence follows downright insanity in
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spiritual things; br constructing a labyrinth. from which
the mind can never, by any clew of reason, retraee its way
and extricate itself; they also actually let themselves down
as it were into caverns under the earth, where they dwell
in eternal darkness. For from such a belief proceed
innumerable fallacies, each of whioh is horrible — as that
God transfused and transcribed himself into men, and
that thus every man is a sort of Deity, which lives from
itself, and thus that he does good and is wise from
himself; likewise that he possesses faith and charity in
himself. and thus derives them from himself, and not
from God; besides many monstrous beliefs such as
prevail with those in hell, who, when they were in the
world. believed that nature ived, or produced life by its
own activity. When these look towards heaven they see its
light as mere darkness. I once heard the voice of one
saying from heaven, that if a spark of ife in man were his
own, and not of God in him, there would be no heaven,
nor any thing therein. and hence that there would not be
any chureh on earth, and consequently no life eternal.
More upon this subject may be consulted in the memor-

able relation inserted in the work on Marriage Love (n.
I32-I36).
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X. - SPIRITUAL THINGS, THUS CLOTHED IN A
MAN, ENABLE HIM TO LIvE 'A RATIONAL
AND MORAL MAN, THUS A SPIRITUALLY
NATURAL MAN.
I2. FROM the prineiple estabished above, that the soul
clothes itself with a body as a man clothes himself with a
garment, this follows as a conclusion. For the soul flows
into the human mind. and through this into the body, and
carries life with it, which it continually receives from the
Lord, and thus transfers it mediately into the body, where
by the closest union it makes the body as it were to ive.
From this, and from a thousand testimonies of
experience, it is plain, that the spiritual united to the
material, as a living force with a dead force, causes man to
speak rationally and to act morally. It appears as if the
tongue and lips speak from a certain life in themselves,
and that the arms and hands act in a like manner; but it is
the thought, which in itself is spiritual, that speaks. and
the will, which likewise is spiritual, that aets. and each by
means of its own organs, which in themselves are
material, because taken from the natural world. That it is
so appears in the ight of day, provided this is attended to:
— Remove thought from speech, is not the mouth dumb
in a moment? and remove will from action. do not the
hands become still in a moment? The union of spiritual
things with natural, and the consequent appearance of ife
in material things, may be eompared to generous wine in a
elean sponge, and to the sweet must in a grape, and to the
savory liquor in an apple, and also to the aromatic odor in
einnamon. The fibres containing all these things are
matters whieh neither taste nor smell from themselves,
but from the fluids in and between them; wherefore if
you squeeze out those juiees, they are dead filaments. So
are the organs proper to the body, if life is taken away.
That man is rational from the union
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of spiritual things with natural, is evident from the analytical processes of his thought; and that he is moral from
the same cause, is plain from the propriety of his conduet
and the graces of his bearing. These he acquires from the
faculty of receiving influx from the Lord through the
angelic heaven. where is the very abode of wisdom and
love, thus of rationality and morality. From these things it
is pePceived, that what is spiritual and what is natural
being united in man, cause him to live a spiritually natural
man. The reason that he lives in a similar and yet dissimilar manner after death, is beeause his soul is then
elothed with a substantial body, just as in the natural
world it was clothed with a material body. It is believed by
many that the perceptions and thoughts of the mind,
because they are spiritual, flow in naked, and not by
means of organized forms. But those dream thus who
have not seen the interiors of the head, where perceptions
and thoughts are in their beginnings; and that the brains
are there, interwoven and composed of the cineritious
and medullary substances, and that there are glands.
cavities, septa, and the meninges and matres, whieh
surround them all; and that a man thinks and wills sanely
or insanely according to the sound or perverted state of
all those things; and thus that he is rational and moral
according to the organic formation of his mind. For
nothing eould be predicated of the rational sight of man,
which is the understanding, without forms organized for
the reception of spiritual light, just as nothing could be
predicated of the natural sight without the eyes; and so in
other instances.
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XL - THE RECEPTION OF THAT 1NFLUX 1S
ACCORD1NG TO THE STATE OF LOVE AND
W1SDOM 1N A MAN.
13. THAT a man is not ife, but an organ reeipient of
life from God, and that love together with wisdom is ife,
also that God is love itself and wisdom itself, and thus life
itself, has been demonstrated above. From this it follows,
that so far as a man loves wisdom, or so far as wisdom in
the bosom of love is with him, so far he is an image of
God, that is, a receptacle of life from God; and, 0n the
eontrary. so far as he is in opposite love, and thence in
insanity, so far he does not receive life from God, but
from hell, which life is called death. Love itself and
wisdom itself are not life, but are the esse of life, but the
enjoyments of love and the pleasantnesses of wisdom,
which are affections, constitute life, for the esse of life
exists by these. The influx of ife from God carries with it
those enjoyments and pleasantnesses, just as does the
influx of light and heat in springtime, into huhian minds.
and also into birds and beasts of every kind, yea into
plants, which then germinate and become proific; for the
enjoyments of love and the pleasantnesses of wisdom
expand men's minds and adapt them to reeeption, as joy
and gladness expand the face and adapt it to the influx of
the cheerfulness of the soul. The man who is affected
with the love of wisdom, is like a garden in Eden, in
which are two trees, the one of life and the other of the
knowledge of good and evil. The tree of life is the
reception of love and wisdom from God, and the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil is the reeeption of them
from self. But the hatter is insane, and still believes that it
is wise like God, while the former is truly wise, and
believes that no one is wise but God alone, and that man
is wise so faP as he believes this, and more wise so far as
he feels that he wills it But more on this subject
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may be seen in the memorable relation inserted in the
work on Marriage Love (n. 132-136). I will here add an
arcanum confirming these things from heaven. All the
angels of heaven turn their forehead to the Lord as a sun,
and all the angels of hell turn the back of the head to
Him; and the latter receive influx into the affections of
their will, which in themselves are lusts, and make the
understanding favor them; but the former receive influx
into the affections of their understanding, and make the
will favor them. Hence these are in wisdom, but the
others are in insanity; for the human understanding
dwells in the cerebrum, which is under the forehead, and
the will in the eerebellum, which is in the back of the
head. Who does not know that a man who is insane from
falsities, favors the desires of his own evil, and eonfirms
them by reasons from the understanding; and that a wise
man sees from truths the quality of the desires of his will,
and eurbs them? A wise man does this because he turns
his face to God, that is, he believes in God, and not in
himself; but an insane man does the other thing because
he turns his faee from God, that is. he believes in himself.
and not in God. To believe in himself is to believe that he
loves and is wise from himself, and not from God, and
this is signified by eating of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil; but to believe in God is to believe that he
loves and is wise from God, and not from himself, and
this is to eat of the tree of life (Rev. ii. 7). From these
things, but still only as in the light of the moon by night,
it may be pereeived that the reception of the influx of life
from God is aceording to the state of love and wisdom
with a man. This influx may further be illustrated by the
influx of light and heat into plants, which blossom and
bear fruit according to the strueture of the fibres whieh
form them, thus aceording to reeeption. It may also be
illustrated by the influx of the rays of light into precious
stones, which modify them into colors aceording to the
situation of the parts composing them, thus also
according to reception;
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and likewise by optical glasses and by drops of rain,
which exhibit rainbows according to the incidences,
refractions, and thus the receptions of light. The case is
similar with human minds in respeet to spiritual light,
whieh proceeds from the Lord as a sun, and perpetually
flows in, but is variously reeeived.
XII. — THE UNDERSTANDING 1N A MAN CAN
BE ELEVATED INTO THE LIGHT, THAT IS
INTO THE WISDOM, 1N WHICH THE ANGELS
OF HEAVEN ARE, ACCORDING TO THE
IMPROVEMENT OF HIS REASON; AND IN LIKE
MANNER HIS WILL CAN BE ELEVATED INTO
THE HEAT OF HEAVEN, THAT IS 1NTO LOvE,
ACCORDING TO THE DEEDS OF HIS LIFE;
BUT THE LOVE OF THE WILL IS NOT
ELEVATED EXCEPT SO FAR AS THE MAN
WILLS AND DOES THOSE THINGS WHICH THE
WISDOM OF THE UNDERSTANDING
TEACHES.

14. BY the human mind are meant its two faeulties,
which are called the understanding and the will. The understanding is the reeeptacle of the light of heaven, which
in its essence is wisdom, and the will is the receptaele of
the heat of heaven, which in its essence is love, as was
shown above. These two, wisdom and love, proceed
from the Lord as a sun, and flow into heaven universally
and particularly, whenee the angels have wisdom and
love; and they also flow into this world universally and
particularly, whenee men have wisdom and love. But
these two proeeed in union from the Lord, and likewise
flow in union into the souls of angels and men. but they
are not reeeived in union in their minds. Light whieh
makes the understanding is first received there, and love
which eonstitutes the will is received gradually. This also
is of providence, because every man is to be ereated

anew, that is, reformed, and this is effected by means of
the understanding; for he must drink in from ehildhood
the knowledges of truth and good, which are to teach
him to live well, that is, to will
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and act rightly. Thus the will is formed by means of the
understanding. For the sake of this end, there is given to
man the faculty of elevating his understanding almost
into the light in which the angels of heaven are. that he
may see what he ought to will and thence to do, in order
that he may be prosperous in the world for a time, and
blessed after death to eternity. He becomes prosperous
and blessed if he procures for himself wisdom, and keeps
his will under obedience to it; but unprosperous and
unhappy if he puts his understanding under obedience to
his will. The reason is, because the will from birth inclines
to evils, even to those which are monstrous; wherefore
unless it were curbed by the understanding, a man would
rush into acts of wiekedness, yea, from his inborn savage
nature, he would destroy and slaughter for the sake of
himself all those who do not favor and indulge him.
Furthermore, unless the understanding eould be
separately perfeeted, and the will by means of it, a man
would not be a man, but a beast. For without that
separation, and without the ascent of the understanding
above the will, he would not be able to think, and from
thought to speak, but only to express his affection by
sounds; neither would he be able to act from reason, but
only from instinct; still less would he be able to know the
things whieh are of God, and God by means of them,
and thus to be eonjoined to Him, and to live to eternity.
For a man thinks and wills as from himself, and this as
from himself is the reciprocal element of conjunction; for
there cannot be conjunction without reciprocity, just as
there cannot be e0njunction of the active with the passive
without reaetion. God alone acts. and man suffePs
himself to be acted on, and reaets in all appearance as
from himself. tbough interiorly it is from God. From
these things rightly apprehended it may be seen what is
the quality of the love of a man's will if it is elevated by
means of the understanding, and what is its quality if it is
not elevated; consequently, what is the quality of the man.
But this — the quality of a man if the love of
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his will is not elevated by means of the understanding —
shall be illustrated by comparisons. He is like an eagle
whieh flies 0n high, and as soon as it sees the food below
which is the object of its desire — as ehiekens, young
swans, or even young lambs — swoops down in a
moment and devours them. He is also like an adulterer,
who conceals a harlot in a cellar below, and by turns goes
up to the highest part of the house, and talks wisely with
those who dwell there about chastity, and then hastens
away from his companions, and indulges his
laseiviousness below with his harlot. He is also like a thief
on a tower, who there pretends to keep watch, but who,
as soon as he sees an object of plunder below, hastens
down and seizes it. He may also be compared to marshflies, which fly in a eolumn over the head of a horse that
is running, but which fall down when the horse stops,
and sink in their marsh. Such is the man whose will or
love is not elevated by means of the understanding, for
he then stands still below at the foot, immersed in the
unclean things of nature and the lusts of the senses. It is
altogether otherwise with those who subdue the
allurements of the desires of the will by means of the
wisdom of the understanding. With these the
understanding afterwards enters into a marriage covenant
with the will, wisdom with love, and they dwell together
above with delights.
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X1H. - 1T 1S ALTOGETHER OTHERW1SE W1TH
BEASTS.
15. THOSE who judge from the mere appearance to
the senses of the body, conclude that beasts have will
and understanding as well as men, and hence that the
only distinction is that man can speak, and thus deseribe
what he thinks and desires, while beasts can only express
this by sounds. Yet beasts have not will and
understanding, but 0nly a resemblance of each, whieh the
learned eall an analogue. That a man is a man, is because
his undePstanding can be elevated above the desires of
his will, and thus can know and see them from above,
and also govern them; but a beast is a beast because its
desires impel it to do whatever it does. Wherefore a man
is a man in that his will is under obedience to his
understanding; but a beast is a beast in that its
understanding is under obedience to its wilh From these
things this conclusion follows, that the understanding of
man, because it receives the ight that flows in from
heaven, and apprehends and perceives this as its own,
and from it thinks analytically with all variety, altogether
as from itself, is alive. and thence a true understanding;
and that the will of man. because it receives the inflowing
l0ve of heaven, and from it acts as from itself, is alive,
and is thence truly will; but that the e0ntrary is the case
with beasts. Wherefore those who think from the lusts of
the will are likened to beasts, and also in the spiritual
world they appear at a distance as beasts; they also act
like beasts, with this difference only, that they ean act

otherwise if they wilh But those who restrain the lusts of
their will by means of the understanding, and thePefore
aet rationally and wisely. appear in the spiritual world as
men, and are angels of heaven. In a word, the will and
the understanding in beasts always hold together; and
because the will in itself is blind, for it is of heat and not
of light, it makes the
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understanding blind also. Hence a beast does not know
and understand its own actions; and yet it acts, for it acts
from an influx from the spiritual world; and such aetion
is instinct. It is supposed that a beast thinks from the understanding what to act, but this is by no means so; it aets
only from natural love, whieh is in it from creation, with
the assistance of the senses of its body. That a man
thinks and speaks is solely because his understanding is
capable of being separated from his will, and of being
elevated even into the light of heaven; for the
understanding thinks, and thought speaks. That beasts act
according to the laws of order inscribed on their nature,
and some beasts as it were in a moral and rational
manner, differently from many men, is beeause their
understanding is blind obedience to the desires of their
will, and therefore they were not able to pervert these by
depraved reasonings. as men did. It is to be observed,
that by the will and understanding of beasts in the
foregoing statements, is meant a resemblance and
analogue of those faculties. Anal0gues are so named from
appearanee. The life of a beast may be compared with a
somnambulist, who walks and acts from the will while
the understanding sleeps; and also with a blind man, who
walks through the streets with a dog leading him; and
also with an idiot, who from eustom and the habit thence
acquired does his work aecording to rule; likewise with a
person void of memory, and therefore deprived of
understanding, who still knows or learns how to clothe
himself, to eat dainties, to love the sex, to walk the streets
from home and back, and to do such things as soothe the
senses and gratify the flesh, by the allurements and
pleasures of whieh he is earried al0ng, though he does
not think, and therefore cannot speak. From these things
it is plain h0w much they are mistaken who believe that
beasts are endowed with rationality, and only to be distinguished from men by the external figure and by their
not being able to give utterance to the rational things
which they keep to themselves within. From which

fallacies many
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even conclude that if man lives after death beasts also will
live after death, and, on the contrary, that if beasts do not
ive after death neither will man; besides many dreams
arising fPom ignoranee about the will and
undePstanding, and also about degrees. by means of
which, as by a ladder, the mind of man mounts up to
heaven.
XIV. — THERE ARE THREE DEGREES IN THE
SPIRITUAL WORLD, AND THREE DEGREES IN
THE NATURAL WORLD, HITHERTO
UNKNOWN, ACCORD1NG TO WH1CH ALL
1NFLUX TAKES PLACE.
16. IT is discovered, by the investigation of causes from
effects, that degrees are of two kinds, one in which are
things prior and posterior, and another in which are
tbings greater and less. The degrees whieh distinguish
tbings prior and posterior are to be called DEGREES
OF ALTITUDE, and also DISCRETE DEGREES; but
the degrees by which things greater and less are
distinguished from eaeh other, are to be called
DEGREES OF LATITUDE, and also CONTINUOUS
DEGREES. Degrees of altitude, or discrete degrees, are
ike the generations and compositions of one thing from
another; as, for example, of any nerve from its fibres, and
of any fibre from its fibrils; or of any piece of wood,
stone, or metal from its parts, and of any part from its
particles. But degrees of latitude, or continuous degrees,
are like the increments and decrements of the same
degree of altitude as to breadth, length, height, and depth;
as of greater and smaller volumes of water, or air, or
ether; and as of large and small masses of wood, stone, or
metal. All and each of the things in both worlds, the
spiritual and the natural, are, from creation, in degrees of
both these kinds. The whole animal kingdom in this
world is in those degrees both in general and in particular; and the whole vegetable kingdom and the whole
mineral kingdom ikewise; as also is the expanse of

atmospheres from the sun even to the earth. There are
therefore three atmospheres discretely distinct according
to the degrees of
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altitude, both in the spiritual world and in the natural
world, because each world has its sun; but the
atmospheres of the spiritual world, by virtue of their
origin. are substantial, and the atmospheres of the natural
world, by virtue of their origin, are material. And because
the atmospheres descend from their origins according to
those degrees, and are the containants, and, as it were, the
carriers of light and heat, it follows that there are three
degrees of light and heat. And because ight in the
spiritual world is in its essence wisdom, and heat there is
in its essence love, as was shown above in its proper
article, it follows also that there are three degrees of
wisdom and three degrees of love, hence three degrees of
ife; for they are graduated by thbse things through which
they pass. Hence it is that there are three angelic heavens:
a highest, which is also called the third heaven, where are
angels of the highest degree; a middle, which is also called
the seeond heaven, where are angels of the middle
degree; and a lowest, which is also called the first heaven,
where are angels of the lowest degree. Those heavens are
also distinguished according to the degrees of wisdom
and love. Those who are in the lowest heaven are in the
love of knowing truths and goods; those who are in the
middle heaven are in the love of understanding them; and
those who are in the highest heaven are in the love of
being wise, that is, of living according to those things
which they know and understand. Since the angelic
heavens are distinguished into three degrees, therefore
the human mind is also distinguished into three degrees,
because the human mind is an image of heaven, that is, it

is a heaven in the smallest form. Hence it is that man is
capable of beeoming an angel of one of those three
heavens, and he beeomes such according to his reception
of wisdom and love from the Lord: an angel of the
lowest heaven if he reeeives 0nly the love of knowing
truths and g0ods; an angel of the middle heaven if he
receives the love of understanding them; and an angel of
the highest heaven if he receives the l0ve of being wise,
that is, of living according to them. That
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the human mind is distinguished into three regions,
according to the three heavens, may be seen in the
memorable relation inserted in the work on MARRIAGE
LOVE (n. 27O). From these things it is plain that all
spiritual influx to man and into man descends from the
Lord through these three degrees, and that it is received
by man according to the degree of wisdom and love in
which he is. The knowledge of these degrees is of the
greatest use at the present day; since many, in
consequence of not knowing them, stand still and stick
fast in the lowest degree, in which are the senses of their
body, and on aceount of their ignorance, which is
intellectual darkness, cannot be elevated into spiritual
light, which is above them. Hence naturalism assails
them, as it were spontaneously, as soon as they enter on
any investigation and inquiry concerning the human soul
and mind, and its rationality, and still more if they inquire
concerning heaven and the life after death. Thus they
becbme like those who stand in the market places with
telescopes in their hands, looking at the sky, and utter
vain predictions; and also like those who chatter and also
reason concerning every objeet they see, and every thing
they hear, without there being in it any thing rational
from the understanding. But sueh persons are like
butchers, who believe themselves to be skilled in
anatomy, because they have examined the viscera of oxen
and sheep outwardly but not inwaPdly. But it is a truth,
that to think from the influx of natural light, not enightened by the influx of spiritual light, is nothing else
than dreaming, and to speak from such thought is to talk
nonsense. But more about these degrees may be seen in
the work on THE DIVINE LOVE AND THE DiViNE
WISDOM (n. 173-281).
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XV. - ENDS ARE IN THE FIRST DEGREE, CAUSES
IN THE SECOND, AND EFFECTS IN THE
THIRD.
17. WHO does not see that the end is not the cause,
but that it produces the cause, and that the cause is not
the effect, but that it produces the effect; consequently,
that they are three distinct things which follow each other
in order? The end with man is the love of his will, for
what a man loves, this he proposes to himself and
intends; the cause with him is the reason of his
understanding, for by means of it the end seeks for
mediate or efficient causes; and the effect is the operation
of the body from them and according to them. Thus
there are three things in man, which follow each other in
order, in the same manner as the degrees of altitude
follow each other. When these three things appear in act,
then the end is inwardly in the cause, and the end
through the cause is in the effect, wherefore the three coexist in the effeet. On this account it is said in the Word,
that every one shall be judged according to his works; for
the end, or the love of his will; and the eause, or the
reason of his understanding, are together in the effeets,
whieh are the works of his body; thus the quality of the
whole man is in them. They who do not know these
things, and do not thus distinguish the objects of reason,
cannot avoid terminating the ideas of their thought in the
atoms of Epicurus, the monads of Leibnitz, or the simple
substances of Wolff. and thus closing up their
understandings as with a bolt, so that they cannot even
think from reason e0ncernling spiritual influx, beeause

they eannot think eoncerning any progression; for the
author says concerning his simple substance, that if it is
divided it falls into nothing. Thus the understanding
stands still in its first ight, whieh is merely from the
senses of the body, and does not advance a step further.
Hence it is not known but that the spiritual is a
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subtile natural, and that beasts have a rational as well as
men, and that the soul is a breath of wind such as is
breathed forth from the breast when a person dies;
besides other things, which are not of light but of
darkness. Since all things in the spiritual world and all
things in the natural world proceed according to these
degrees, as was shown in the preceding article, it is plain
that intelligence properly consists in knowing and
distinguishing them, and seeing them in their order. By
means of these degrees, also. every man is known as to
his quality, when his love is known; for, as was said
above, the end, whieh is of the will, and the causes, whieh
are of the understanding, and the effects, whieh are of
the body, follow from bis love. as a tree from its seed,
and as fruit from the tree. There are three kinds of loves,
the love of heaven, the love of the world, and the love of
self; the love of heaven is spiritual, the love of the world
is material. and the love of self is corporeal. When the
love is spiritual, all the things which follow from it, as
forms from their essence, derive the quality of being
spiritual; similarly if the principal love is the love of the
world or of wealth, and thus is material, all the things
whieh follow from it, as derivatives from their origin,
derive the quality of being material; likewise if the
prineipal love is the love of self, or of eminence ab0ve all
others, and thus is corporeal, all the things which follow
from it derive the quality of being eorporeal. The reason
is, because the man who is in this love regards himself
alone, and thus immerses the thoughts of his mind in his
body. Wherefore, as was just now said, he who knows the
ruling love of any one, and at the same time the
progression of ends to causes and of causes to effects,

which three things follow in order aceording to the
degrees of altitude, knows the whole man. Thus the
angels of heaven know every one with whom they speak;
they pePceive his hove from the sound of his voice; they
see his image from his face, and his character from the
gestures of his body.
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XVI. — FROM THESE TH1NGS 1T IS PLAIN
WHAT 1S THE QUALITY OF SP1RITUAL
1NFLUX FROM 1TS ORiG1N TO ITS EFFECTS.
18.
SP1RITUAL influx has hitherto been deduced
from the soul into the body, but not from God into the
soul and thus into the body. This has been done, because
no one knew any thing concerning the spiritual world.
and concerning the sun there, from which all spiritual
things flow as from their fountain. and thus no one knew
any thing concerning the influx of spiritual things into
natural things. Now because I have been permitted to be
in the spiritual world and in the natural world at the same
time, I am obliged by my eonscience to make known
these things; for what is the use of knowing, unless what
is known to one be also known to others? Without this,
what is knowing but colleeting and storing up riches in a
casket, and 0nly looking at them oecasionally and
counting them over, without any thought of use from
them? Spiritual avariee is nothing else. But in order that it
may be fully known what and of what quality spiritual
influx is, it is necessary to know what the spiritual is in its
essence, and what the natural is, and also what the human
soul is. Lest therefore this short treatise should be
defeetive through ignorance of these things. it will be
useful to consult some memoPable relations inserted in
the work on MARRIAGE LOvE; concerning the
spiritual, in the memorable relation there (n. 326-329);
concerning the human soul (n. 315); and concerning the
influx of spiritual things into natural things (n. 380); and
more fully in n. 415-422.
19. To these things I will add this MEMORABLE

RELATION. AfteP these pages were written. I prayed to
the Lord that I might be permitted to eonverse with
some disciples of AR1STOTLE, and at the same time
with some disciples of
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DESCARTES, and with some disciples of LEIBNITZ,
in order that I might learn the opinions of their minds
concerning the intereourse between the soul and the
body. After my prayer there were present nine men, three
Aristotelians, three Cartesians, and three Leibnitzians;
and they stood around me, the admirers of Aristotle on
the left side, the followers of Descartes on the right, and
the supporters of Leibnitz behind. Quite a distanee away,
and at intervals from each other, were seen three persons
crowned with laurel, and I knew from an inflowing
perception that they were those three great leaders or
teachers themselves. Behind Leibnitz stood one holding
the skirt of his garment, and I was told that it was Wolff.
Those nine men, when they beheld one another, at first
saluted and spoke to one another in a courteous tone.
But presently there arose from below a spirit with a torch
in his right hand. which he shook before their faces,
whereupon they became enemies, three against three, and
looked at one another with a fierce countenance; for they
were seized with the lust of disputing and wrangling.
Then the Aristotelians, who were also schoolmen. began
to speak, saying, Who does not see that objects flow in
through the senses into the soul, as a man enters through
the doors into a chamber, and that the soul thinks
aceording to such influx? When a lover sees a beautiful
virgin or his bride, does not his eye sparkle and carry the
love of her into the soul? When a miser sees bags of
money, does he not burn for them with every sense, and
thence convey this ardor into the soul. and excite the
desire to possess them? When a proud man hears his
praises from another, does he not prick up bis ears, and
do not these transmit those praises to the soul? Are not
the senses of the body like outer courts, through which

alone there is entranee to the soul? From these things and
innumerable others ike them, who can eonelude
otherwise than that influx is from nature, or is physical?
To these statements the followers of Descartes, who had
held their fingers on their foreheads, and now with-
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drew them, repied, saying, Alas, you speak from appearances. Do you not know that the eye does not love a
virgin or a bride from itself, but from the soul? and
likewise that the senses of the body do not eovet the bags
of money from themselves, but from the soul? and
similarly that the ears do not devour the praises of
flatterers in any other manner? Is it not perception that
causes sensation? and pereeption is of the soul, and not
of the organs of the body. Tell, if you can, what else
makes the tongue and lips to speak but the thought? and
what else makes the hands to work but the will? and
thought and will are of the soul, and not of the body.
Thus what makes the eye to see, and the ear to heaP, and
the other organs to feel, but the soul? From these things.
and innumerable others like them. every one whose
wisdom is above the sensual things of the body,
eoneludes, that there is no influx of the body into the
soul, but of the soul into the body, which influx we call
occasional, and also spiritual. When these had been
heard, the three men who stood behind the former triads,
who were the supporters of Leibnitz, began to speak,
saying, We have heard the arguments on both sides, and
have compared them, and we have perceived that in
many particulars the latteP are stronger than the former,
and that in many others the former are stronger than the
latter; wherefore, if it is permitted, we will settle the
dispute. And on being asked how, they said, There is not
any influx of the soul into the body, nor of the body into
the soul, but there is a unanimous and instantaneous
operation of both together. which a eelebrated author has
distinguished by an excellent name, calling it preestablished harmony. Hereupon there appeared again the
spirit with the torch in his hand, but now in his left. and
he shook it at the baek of their heads, whence their ideas

of everything became eonfused, and they cried out
together, Neither our soul nor body knows what part to
take, wherefore let us decide this dispute by lot, and we
will give our approval to the lot which comes out first.
And they took three pieces of paper, and
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wrote on one of them, PHYsICAL INFLUX, on another
SPIRITUAL INFLUX, and 011 the third, PREESTABLISHED HARMONY; and
they put these three pieces into a hat. Then they chose
one of their number to draw, and he, putting in his hand.
took hold of that on which was written SPIRITUAL
INFLUX; and when this was seen and read, they all said,
yet some with a clear and flowing, some with a faint and
smothered voice, Let us give our approval to this because
it came out first. But then an angel suddenly stood by,
and said, Do not beieve that the paper in favor of
spiritual influx came out by ehance, but from providence;
for you do not see its truth beeause you are in confused
ideas, but the truth itself presented itself to the hand of
him that drew the lots, that you might give it your
approval.
20. I was once asked how from a philosopher I became
a theologian; and I answered, In the same manner that
fishers were made disciples and apostles by the Lord; and
that I also, from early youth, had been a spiritual fisher.
On hearing this the inquirer asked what a spiritual fisher
was. I replied, that a fisher, in the spiritual sense of the
Word, signifies a man who investigates and teaehes
natural truths, and afterwards spiritual truths, in a rational
manner. To the question, How is this shown? I said,
From these plaees in the Word: Then the waters shall fail
from the sea, and the river shall be wasted and become dry, . . .
therefore the fishers shall mourn. and all that cast a hook into the
sea shall be sad (Isa. xix. 5. 8). In another place: Upon the
river whose waters were healed, the fishers stood from Engedi; they
were there in the spreading forth of nets: according to its kind was
their fish, as the fish of the great sea. exceeding many (Ezek. xlvii.
9, 10). And in another place: The saying of Jehovah, Lo, I will
send to many fishers, who shall fish the sons of Israel (Jer. xvi. 16).
From this it is plain why the Lord ehose fishers for
disciples, and said: Come ye after Me, and I will make you
fishers of men (Matt. iv. I8. I9: Mark i. 16. I7); and to Peter,
after he had caught a multitude of fishes: From
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henceforth thou shalt catch men (Luke v. 9, IO). Afterwards I
showed the origin of this significance of fishers from the
APOCALYPsE REvEALED; namely, because water
signifies natural truths (n. 50, 932); likewise a river (n.
409, 932); and fish those who are in natural truths (n.
405); whence fishers signify those who investigate and
teach truth. On hearing this my interrogator raised his
voiee and said, Now I ean understand why the Lord
called and ehose fishers to be His diseiples, and therefore
I do not wonder that He has also called and chosen you.
since, as you have said, you were from early youth a
fisher in a spiritual sense, that is, an investigator of
natural truths; that you are now an investigator of
spiritual truths, is because these are founded on the
former. To this he added, because he was a man of
reason, that the Lord alone knows who is a proper
person to perceive and to teaeh those things whieh are of
His New Church, whether some one among the
dignitaries of the Church, or some one among their
servants. Moreover. what theologian among Christians
does not first study philosophy at college, before he is
installed a theologian; from what other source has he
intelligence? At last he said, Since you are become a theologian, explain what is your theology. I replied, These are

the two principles of it, THAT GOD IS ONE, AND
THAT THERE IS A CONJUNCTION OF CHARITY
AND FAITH. To which he made answer, Who denies
these principles? I repied, The theology of the present
day, when interiorly examined.

